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Drinking Tea in London During the Blitz 1943

The Devastation of World War Two created 

a massive need for rebuilding in what was 

recognised as a changed society 



THEREFORE A NEED FOR BUILDING 

EVALUATION/ APPRAISAL/

POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION 

Architecture was seen “a System with no 

Feedback”

The Festival of Britain  1951

Science as the panacea 



“…changes in the way in which people want to 

live, the things which they own and use, and in 

their general level of prosperity, and perhaps 

the greater informality of home life, make it 

timely to re-examine the kinds of homes that 

we ought to be building, to ensure that they will 

be adequate to meet the newly emerging 

needs of the future, as well as basic human 

needs which always stay the same.”

Homes for Today and Tomorrow
Parker Morris Committee 1961



METHODOLOGY

The first stage:

Studying the use and experience of buildings



1965

Brian Wells, one of the first 

Architectural Psychologists*

* My PhD supervisor

Procedure for 

studying worker 

preferences



School of Architecture

University of Strathclyde

Glasgow

Scotland

UK

1972

A continuing 

tradition 

1989 now 

an eBook



1969

The ‘behavioral’ tradition

was still strong, but 

opened up the important 

studies of how people 

use spaces.



1969



DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY

The second stage:

Studying the use and experience of buildings



Canter, D. (1972). Need for a theory of function in architecture.

Architects Journal, February 4, 299–302.

Buildings Function as:

A filter –keeping bad 

things out and letting good 

things in

A Container –

supporting social 

activity

A Symbol – providing 

meaning and significance



1974



1974

By the mid-1970’s most 

Schools of Architecture in 

the UK had courses in 

Psychology



1975



1972

But the slogan

“Form follows function”

(which never made much sense) 

was beginning to implode with the 

new excitement in building forms. 



‘Meaning’ in Architecture

Was opening up as an area of study

19691980



Psychological Architects (e.g. Roger Wools) 

Brought an Experimental Approach – Here the study of Friendliness





A whole new discipline emerged out the consideration that 

places , and the traces that people left in them carried 

meaning about those people.

This was used to contribute to police investigations.

It  became known as Investigative Psychology



Investigative Psychology

The Profiling Equation

Actions (traces)

Characteristics
Base, Residence

Criminal History

Socio-Economic Circumstances

Domestic Circumstances

times & places

victim

traces of actions

witness reports



Traces 

Characteristics

‘Profiling’ people from their places



The Development of Theories/ Models of 

how we interact with places.

• Against determinism

•Beyond Interactionism

•Transaction and agency

No  BIOLOGISING



Giving places meaning



Recent Study: Exploring the meaning of places:

Using the Multiple Sorting Task

Some examples of locations used for sorting



MSA results derived from sorting of 33 locations 
by 31 individuals.

lanes or routes for jogging or hiking, and 

good for bike riding,

local/convenient 

places

few facilities/amenities,   

tranquil and picturesque.

locations for days out 



1977



A Model of Human Experience of Places (Canter 1977  !)

Actions 
Conceptualisations

Physical Form
PLACE is a 
combination of the 
three components.



The meaning of Place is 

defined as much by human 

action as by location and 

form.









Rules of Place 

relate to 

anticipated 

actions



The King’s Cross Station Fire 1987
31 people died



Fire



Fire



The predictability of place degradation.
Hillsborough April 1989 – 96 
Killed 

Book published  Spring 
1989



The Popular Image of Psychological Impact



How  Applied Psychology Helps



Human Rights and Solitary 

Confinement



“1 Within the cell, the lack of

opportunity to create appropriate

‘places’ for activities, most notably the

lack of a distinct place of excretion and

associated washing facilities.

2 The sharing of the cell, causing

the lack of possibility for creating a

“personal space” and distinct area or

“territory” for his own activities, ……



Design Participation is not being a surrogate Architect



Question Data Results

OptionsInformationProblem

Bridging the Gap between Research and Action

RESEARCH

ACTION

At each stage of the research process it needs to connect 

with the application. NOT JUST PROVIDE RESULTS
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